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Biographical  
Seymour Siegel was born September 12, 1927 in Chicago, Illinois. He was educated at University of Chicago, received his M.H.L. in 1951 and D.H.L. in 1958 from Jewish Theological Seminary, New York City where he was a professor of Jewish Ethics and Theology. He was the author of hundreds of articles, editor of two books, lecturer, and was an authority on religious law. He served as Director of the United States Memorial Holocaust Commission, opened the door for the ordination of female rabbis, and articulated the Conservative view on abortion. Rabbi Siegel never married, he died February 24, 1988 in New York City.

Scope & Content  
The collection consists of the collected writings of Seymour Siegel arranged by subject. Included are such subjects as abortion, divorce, euthanasia, Judaism, religion, Sh'ma, Vietnam to name a few. Also included are his personal files arranged by subject with photographs, lecture and speech notes, course materials (bioethics, Jewish ethics, Nachman, Talmud), newspaper clippings, scrapbooks, and materials from the Presidents Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research.

Provenance  
St. Lawrence University purchased the collection in 1988 from the Siegel estate.

61.1  
Abortion  
Abortion -- A Jewish View  
Acera de judio, er terror y La moral politica Majshevat 9/79  
Affirmative Action  
After the AWACS - AJF Newsletter & Sh’ma  
Again - Who is a Jew? Jewish Week articles  
The Aged and Human Values, Jewish Spectator, Winter 1980  
Al Peruish, La Rash le Masekhet Sotah  
The Americanization of a Traditional Religion, Wilson Center 7/17/81  
American Jews, Israel, Lebanon  
The Amida  
An Anatomy of Liberalism: A Conservative View  
And He Writes Her a Bill of Divorcement  
Anti-Dialogue Pitch  
Anti-Semitism & Argentina, Evening Sun and The Register  
Approaches to Halakhah in the Conservative Movement  
Argentina Revisited  
Argentina Some Choose to Ignore, Maine Paper Weekly, 5/29/81  
Ask the Rabbi, Jewish Chronicle  
Aspects of Ethics in Business of Jewish Literature  
Aspects of the Jewish Traditions View of Sex  
At the Crossroads  
Baby-Making and the Public Interest  
Benedictions and Prayers  
A Bias for Life, Human Life Review, Fall 1975
Bias for Life, National Right to Life Convention, Omaha 1981
Bias for Life -- A Jewish View Sen. Judiciary Sub-Comm. Hearing
Bibliography: Hasidut

61.1
Biomedical Ethics and Jewish Law, Mount Sinai
Biomedical Ethics in Perspective of Jewish Teaching and Tradition Articles: Bibliography
Black-Jewish Confrontation
Black Power Shock for American Jew

61.2
Blacks and Jews, Jewish Week
Book review -- The Ambivalent American Jew (Liebman)
Book review -- Aspects of Progressive Jewish Thought (Mattuck)
Book review -- Martin Buber: Prophet of Religious Secularism (Moore)
Book review -- The Eternal Dissent (Polish)
Book review -- A Faith for Moderns (Gordis)
Book review -- High Holyday Prayer Book (Bokser)
Book review -- In His Image (Belkin)
Book review -- Jewish Bioethics
Book review -- Judaism: Profile of a Faith (Bokser)
Book review -- Kabbalah (Sholem)
Book review -- Mainmonides (A.J. Heschel)
Book review -- The Mask Jews Wear (Borowitz)
Book review -- My People, The Story of the Jews (Eban) The Jews, Story of a People (Fast)
Jerusalem: A History of Forty Centuries (Koliek and Peariman)
Book review -- Noam, volume 8
Book review -- Noam, volume 9
Book review -- The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount (Davies)
Book review -- Siddur Tsolta d'Abraham
Book review -- Souls On Fire (Wiesel)
Book review -- Six Books on Mysticism
Book review -- What it Means to be a Jew (Shulman)
Boston Globe -- To Life, 7/29/82
The Brown Baby - 2nd Jewish Tradition
Martin Buber: an Appreciation of His Life and Thought
Business Ethics - The Earth is the Lord’s
Can All Jewish Converts Become Israeli Citizens?
The Candid Theologian (R.Rothstein)
Jimmy Carter, The Middle East, and American Society
Centenary Celebration of JTS of Hungary -- Remarks
Choose Life
The Chosen-Ness of Israel, Feb. 1964
Church, State, and Jewish Community
Ciencia yEtica, Maj’shavot (Apr/June 1979)
Conservative Judaism, Abington Dictionary
Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, Keeping Posted, Mar. 1979
Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law -- Rabbinical Assembly Proceedings, 1975
A Conservative View
Condition of Jewish Belief
Contemporary Jewish Theology: Four Major Voices
Covenants -- Old and New
Cox’s Secularization and the Secular Mentality
Crises in American Jewry
The Current Theological Situation
The Cycle of the Sacred Year
Danger of the Left
Days of Awe, Eternal Light Radio Broadcast, 10/2/81
Death
On Death and Dying
Definition of Death, Conservative Judaism, winter ‘76
Diario de Vietnam
Dilemas eticos de la medicina moderna
Divine Pathos, Prophetic Sympathy

61.3
Divorce (Jewish Style)
DNA - Can Man Play God? Bioethics, not sacrilege, 8/3/80- Jewish Week
Documentation and Reflection: A Jewish Christian Dialogue
The Election and the Jews
Election and the People of God - a Jewish Perspective
The Election of 1972
The End of the Synthesis?
An Ethical Approach to Biomedical Research
Ethical Dilemmas of Modern Medicine, United Synagogue Review, Fall 1976
Ethical Issues Facing the Medical Student
Ethics and Halakhah
Ethics and Research
Ethics - Anthology
Ethics in Business in Jewish Literature, Aspects of
Family and the Government
Federation Booklet Introduction
Fetal Experimentation: A Bias for Life
Fraser Institute Speech
From All Their Habitations
The Future of Rabbinic Training in America
Future Prospects of the Bet Din
Genetic Engineering, Address to R.A. Convention, 1978
Genetic Engineering, President’s Committee on Ethics and Medicine, 1982
Gerut and the Conservative Movement
Going Backwards
Group Competition and Survival

61.4
GROW Rally - Remarks
Ha-Ari She-ba-cha-vo-ra
haGiyur u”Mi Hu Yehudi?” (conversion and “Who is a Jew?”)
Halakha - Anthology
Halakhah in the Conservative Movement
Hans Kung Lectures
Hasidism
Herberg
Will Herberg - Biography
Abraham J. Heschel’s Contributions to Jewish Scholarship
The Wisdom of Heschel
The Historical School
History of Jewish Thought, Course Outline
Hospice - Emphasis on Living
Humanization
Imitation of God, Encyclopedia Judaica
The Impact of Israel on American Jewry
Impresiones de un Viaje Al Sur
Inquiry into Religious Meaning
Interfaith Dialogue Leads to Better Understanding
Israel
Israel and Jews for Nixon
Israel- Impressions of a Visit
Israel Independence Day - Remarks
Israel: The Years Ahead
Israel’s Law of the Return and Diaspora Jewry
Japan Lecture
Jewish-Christian Dialogue -- Prospects and Future
The Jewish- Christian Dialogue: A New Phase
The Jewish Dietary Laws: A Guide to Observance
Jewish Faith Adamantly Follows Pro-Life Theory
Jewish Law, Keeping Posted

61.5
Jewish Laws and the Ways of Judaism in Our Time
The Jewish Life Cycle
A Jewish Perspective, Face to Face, Winter 1981
Jewish Reponse to the Urban Crisis
Jewish Ritual and the Individual
Jewish Self Understanding
Jewish Views on Economic Justice (Revised)
The Jewish Vote: Operational Platform
Jews and Christians: The Next Step
Jews in the Election Campaign (1972)
The Jews Flee Chile
Jews in Japan
Judaism in the Atomic Era
Judaism and Eastern Orthodoxy: Theological Reflections
Judaism and Liberalism: A Conservative View
Judaism and New Mortality
Judaism and Politics
Judaism and World Peace: Focus Viet Nam
Kaballah and Mysticism Collection
On Kabbalat Shabbat Psalms
Mordecai Kaplan and Jewish Law
Mordecai M. Kaplan in Retrospect
Kelman Festschrift, 1978
Keruv - Conservative Judaism
Kiddush Hashem
Koch
The Lay Ministry and Judaism
Let Jewish Law Move Again

61.6
Letter: Abscam
Letter: To Algermiener Journal
Letter: Brokha Brokers
Letter: Ruth Carter
Letter: Conservative Judaism vs. Women’s Rights
Letter: Corruption
Letter: Cuba
Letter: Half a Crown
Letter: Jewish Community
Letter: Judaic Status of Women
Letter: Missions to the Jews
Letter: More on Kashruth
Letter: Myth and Propaganda
Letter: Nixon on Jews Views Disrupted
Letter: Nixon and McGovern on Israel
Letter: Peace Treaty
Letter: PLO: Questions of Credibility
Letter: Point of Halacha
Letter: “Predictable” Comment on Young
Letter: Proper Concern of American Jews
Letter: Racial Quotas
Letter: Response to Rabbi David Greenberg
Letter: Selective Outrage
Letter: South Africa
Letter: “Those whose morality would be different than the majority of Americans”
Letter: Turki’s Palestinian State
Libretto for the High Holydays
The Living Halakha: Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, summer 1978
The Living Halakha: Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, fall 1978
The Living Halakha: Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, summer 1979
The Living Halakha: Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, fall 1979
The Living Halakha: Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, winter 1979
The Living Halakha: Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, spring 1980
The Living Halakha: Conservative Judaism and Jewish Law, winter 1981
Lunch and Learn, Rabbinical Assembly Convention
Macao
The Meaning of Israel in Jewish Thought
Meaning of Jewish Law in Conservative Judaism
The Meaning of Tishah B’Av
Meditation on Psalm 94
Mekorot - Mey Hashiloach and Treasure Under the Bridge
Messianism, Zionism, and the Jewish People
Methodist-Jewish Consultation
Modern Jewish Thought - Abington Dictionary
Morality and Politics
Moricity in American Public Life
The Myth of the Jewish Establishment
Mysticism, the Occult, and the Jewish Community
Minhag (Solomon Goldman Lecture)
Misc. articles

61.6 Nationalism and Internationalism: a Jewish View
New Strategies in Jew Theological Training
Reinhold Niebuhr: An Appreciation
Reinhold Niebuhr: In memoriam
Richard Nixon: A Hero in Jewish History
President Nixon and the State of Israel
Nuclear Excitement
The Occult and the Jewish Community

61.7
On Jews, Terror, and Political Morality
On the Holocaust - Curriculum for Jew Schools
The Other Holocaust - preface by Seymour Siegel
Passover and Easter
The Peril in Yearning for the Values of the Past
Permitase que la ley judia se movilice, Maj’shavot, Apr/June 1981
Pilgrimage to Selma
Poetry, Theology, and Liturgy - some remarks
Political Developments within the Jewish Community
Portrait of Argentine Jewry
Prayer and the Modern Jew
La Predestinacion de Israel
The President as Preacher, Reaction to Pres. Carter’s Energy Speech, 8-15-79
Public Affairs - Anthology
Pursue Justice Justly: Reflection on the Bakke Decision (Revised)
Rabbinic Foundations of Modern Jewish Thought
Ramsey, Paul - Tribute
Reaction and Response to the Christian Right- A Jewish Perspective, Face to Face, winter 1981
Reaction to the Modern Moral Crises
Reflections on Falconer

61.8
Reflections on Lebanon
Reflections on Telling the Truth
Reflections on War and Peace
La Religion en una Era Revolutionaria
Religion: A Jewish View
Religion and Family Policy
Religion and Politics: Some Reflections
Religion and the Process of Americanization in the Twentieth Century
Religion and the Schools, Some Reflections
Religion and Social Action
Religion, Faith, Bias, and Political Preference
Religious Schools - Should they be helped by the government
Remarks, 5-25-65
The Republican Party -- A Jewish View
Responsa from Israel
Response to Emil Fackenheim
Resurrection
Reviews - misc.
Ritual and the Individual
The Sabbath and Conservative Judaism

61.9
Satmar in New York
Solomon Schecter: His Contribution to Modern Jewish Thought
School Prayer Amendment
School Prayer Amendment
School Prayer: Yes!
Science and Ethics: A Creative Partnership
Seminary, Family and Community
Sermons
Sh'ma, Abortion: Moral Issues Beyond Legal Ones
Sh'ma, After the AWACS
Sh'ma, Calories yes - Beriyah no
Sh'ma, My Colleagues Misunderstand
Sh'ma, Confessions of a Foil
Sh'ma, Consequences of Dissent
Sh'ma, Conservative Judaism and Women Rabbis
Sh'ma, Defamation by Balance; Conservatism is not Reconstructionism
Sh'ma, Enough is Enough
Sh'ma, Are Halachists only the Orthodox?
Sh’má, Defamation by Balance

61.10 Sh’má, “…and how might the peace affect us?” 4/13/79
Sh’má, Jewish Law Accepts Healthy Change
Sh’má, Jewish Law Permits Natural Death
Sh’má, To Legalize Gambling
Sh’má, Living With Pre-Messianic Israel
Sh’má, Needed, a Church-State Accommodation
Sh’má, On My Mind (high Holyday thoughts)
Sh’má, An Open Letter to Arnold Wolf
Sh’má, … but others say about civility…
Sh’má, But others say; a contemporary question

61.10 Sh’má, Nixon - 5/30/75
Sh’má, “…but others say about tax credits…”
Sh’má, Right Turn
Sh’má, Theology for Today
Sh’má, Thinking about Voting
Sh’má, Thoughts about Thoughts about Attica-1
Sh’má, Timerman - truth is the first victim
Sh’má, Unity is in the Eye of the Beholder
Sh’má, A Vote for President Nixon
Sh’má, The War: First Thoughts
Sh’má, Watergate must not mean passivity
Sh’má, Who Knows
Sh’má, Why I’m Voting for Gerald Ford

Debate: Should Jews Drop Traditional Opposition to State Support for Religious Schools?
Should the Government Have a Family Policy?
Sin and Atonement
Sin and Repentance

61.11 Small Vision of the Future
Smaller Futures?
Smoking - A Jewish Perspective
State of Jewish Belief
Stoking the Fires of Racial Conflict
Study Guide for The Service of the Heart
El Suicidio en la tradicion judia
Suicide in the Jewish View
Support for Non-Public Schools
Teaching the Holocaust in the Solomon Schechter Day School
Telling the Ancient Story
Testimony on Oversight of Invitro Fertilization
Test Tube Conception: Achievement & Challenge
Test Tube Propagation
Theological Issues in the Greek Orthodox-Jew Dialogue: A Jewish Presentation
Theological Reflections on the Destruction of European Jewry
A Theology for the Seventies
Theology for Today - Collected Writings
The Theology of the High Holy Day Mahzor
Theology, Torah, and Man Today

61.11
The Third Attribute - Radio Address, Wishengard
Three Who Faced a New Age
Tishah B’av Services
To Life! And Even the Edges of Life
Torat haMussar Vehaltalakhah
Toward Jewish Religious Unity: A Symposium
Translations - - Tonachat Yitzchack

61.12
Tuition Tax Credits for Non-Public Schools? Yes
The Unity of the Jewish People -- A Theological View
Updating the Criteria of Death
Vietnam Journal
Is Vietnam Our Business?
War of the Kitniyot (Legumes)
War and Peace
Waskow, the Left, and Israel
Watergate in Perspective
What Direction Jewish Social Ethics?
What It Means to be Jewish
When a Jew Prays - a Teacher’s Guide
When a Jew Seeks Wisdom: a Conceptual Teacher’s Guide
When We Think of God
Who Speaks for American Judaism?
Why Jews Are Becoming Republican
Why Jews Are Becoming Republican
Wilson Center Proposal
Women
Women and Change in Jewish Law
Women, Ordination, and the Conservative Movement

61.12
Yahadut vehaMussar heChadash
Yom H’atzmaut - 1979
Yom Hazicharon - 1974

61.13
Siegel Newspaper Clippings
Abortion
American Jewish Forum
Anti-Jewish Sentiments
Bioethics
Black Panthers
61.13
Blacks
Blacks and Jews
Carter
Conscientious Objection
Counterculture
Death and Dying
Drugs
Education
Ford ’76 Campaign
Health
Holocaust
Holocaust Memorial
Homosexuality
Interracial Marriages
Israel
Judaism
Kissinger
Law
McGovern
Miscellaneous
Nixon
Novak
Politics
Reagan
Religion
Siegel Scrapbook
Society
Vietnam
Violence
Welfare
Women
Youth Culture
Zionism

61.14
Siegel Personal Files
Abzug, Bella
Addresses
Agnew
Agnon
Akedah
Alcohol

61.14
American Council on World Freedom
Anti-Defamation League
Begin, Menachem
Bible
Bibliography
Bioethics
Biography
Birth Control
Blaine Amendment
Body
Brown, Robert M.
Buckley
Business Ethics
1976 Campaign
Capital Punishment
Chabad
Charismatics
Chosen Peoples
Church and State
Cigarettes
Citizens Legal Defense Fund for the F.B.I.
Civil Disobedience
Columbia University
Commentary
Community

61.15
[Unnamed folder]
Conference Papers
Conscience
Conservative Judaism
Council on Religious and International Affairs
Creativity
C.S.I.S.
Cuba
Curriculum Vitae
Death
De Funis (Marco) Case
Department of Philosophy
Diaspora

61.15
Disraeli
Draft Law
Dresner
Drugs
Ecology
Education

61.16
Election 1972
Emory University Conference
Ethics and Public Policy Program
Euthanasia
Fathers United for Equal Rights

61.15
Federation
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies
Finklestein
Finn, Robert
Ford
Freedom
Friedman, Milton
Future of Religion
Gate
Genetic Engineering
Gertel
God Idea
Goldfarb
Gun Control
Hanukah
Harvard Colloquium
Holocaust
Immunization
Indiana
Individual
Institute
Institute of Society, Ethics and Life Sciences
Inter-American Forum
Intermarriage
Itinerary
Jerusalem
Jewish Museum
Jewish Rights Council
61.16
Jewish Spectator
Jewish Theological Seminary
Jewish Theological Seminary [2]
Jewish Unity
Jews in Russia

61.17
Jewish Community Relations Council
Jewish Community Relations Council (2)
Jewish Identity
Jewish Law
Jewish Law (2)
Jewish Law (3)
Jhirad, Elijah
Job
Journal of Religious Concern
Judaism
Judaism and Drugs
Kaplowitz, Paul
Kennedy Center for Bioethics
Kessler, Stanley
Kissinger
Kobrinetz
Labor

61.17
Law
Law Committee
Lazerus
Lefever, Ernest
Letters
Liberality
Luncheon Reports

61.18 Abortion
American Citizens Concerned for Life, Inc.
Anti-Semitism
Black - Jewish
Black Panther
Bucharest
Bucharest (2)

61.19 [Bucharest Conference on Overpopulation]
Bucharest Conference on Overpopulation
Charleston
Charleston Continued
Church and State
Conservative Judaism

61.20 Encyclopedia of Bioethics
Hasidism
Israel
Israel Committee
Israel and Zionism
Lubavitcher
Lubavitcher Continued

61.21 Narcotics
Negroes
Negro Problem
Prayer Book

61.22 Manhattanville College
Marriage: Kohen to Divorcee
Marriage Talks
Masada
McFadden
McGovern
Medical Ethics
Mihalv
Mirelman
Metuchen
Mishkin
National Endowment for the Humanities

61.23 National Jewish Committee Relations Advisory Council
Natural Law / Herberg
Neusner, John
N.Y. Times
Niebuhr
Nomianism vs. An [Saturday Review - Sept. 28, 1968]
Novak, David
Orthodox Judaism

61.23
Ostow, Mortimer
Ostow Group
Ostow Seminar
Outlines of J.P. Lectures
Parents and Children
Personal
Petuchowski
Pluralism
Political Theory

61.24
[Unnumbered and unlabeled folder]
Politics
Poverty
Prayer #1
Prayer #2
Project RA
Psychedelics
Psychosurgery
Quinlan, Karen
Quotations - notes
Rabbinate
Raskas
Reading Material
RIAL
Religion and Politics
Religion and World Order Institute Lecture
Resnicoff
Responsibility
Revolution

61.25
380 Riverside
380 Riverside Dr. Tenants
Roll Book
Roll Books
Ruder and Finn
Ruder and Finn Project
Rupenstreich Material
Vietnam

61.26
[Unnumbered and unlabeled folder]
Saint Francis Seminary
Saint Meinrad
Schwartz, Rabbi Barry Dov
Science #1
Science #2
Science and Religion
Scrap book
Scrap book continued
Scrap book, Volume II
Secular Jewishness
Selihot Lectures
Sermons
Sex #1
Sex #2
Sex Education
Sex Ethics

61.27  [Unnumbered and unlabeled folder]
Sex - Morality
Sexual Morality, Jewish Literature on
Sherwin, Byron
Sh’ma #1
Sh’ma #2
Sh’ma #3
Sho’ah #1
Sho’ah #2
Sho’am
Shrager, Rabbi Mark
Shriver, Sargent
Shvuot
Siegel, Dr. Seymour “A” memo 1958
Sigal, Phillip
Silverman, David
Silverman, Lou
Simeon Kobrinetz
Sin
Sin - St. Francis
Situation Ethics
Social Action #1
Social Action #2

61.28  Social Action - note
Social Ethics
Society for Health and Human Values
Solomon Schechter Day School
Soloveitchik
South Orange, part 1 of 3
South Orange, part 2 of 3
South Orange, part 3 of 3
Soviet Jews

61.28  Society for Values in Higher Education
Special Studies Seminar Lectures 1963-1964
Stein, Herbert

61.29  [Unnumbered and unlabeled folder]
Milton Steinberg
Sterilization
61.30  [Unnumbered and unlabeled folder]
T.I. Lecture
Timmerman
Tradition
Tobacco Industry
Tribe, Larry
Unpublished Address
Urban
[not labeled]
Vietnam

61.31  [Unnumbered and unlabeled folder]
Vietnam Trip, part 1 of 2
Vietnam Trip, part 2 of 2
Violence
Wachs, Saul
Walawender
Wallet
War on Poverty
“Warren Week-end”
The Washington Hilton
Weinrod, W. Bruce
Welfare
Welfare State
Who’s Who in America

61.31  Wilson Center
Wolf, Arnold
Wolf, Arnold Jacob
Women
Work
World Congress
World Council of Churches and the Third World
World Union of Jewish Studies

61.32  [Unnumbered and unlabeled folder]
Yom Tov Sheni
Young Americans For Freedom
Youth
Zakheim
Zionism
Zionism (2)
Zionism (3)

61.33  American Jewish Forum (AJF)
AJF Part II
Bank Part I
Bank Part II
Boston
Budget
Campaign 1980
Contributions
Herberg
Kansas City

61.34  Jewish Forum and Conservative Issues
Jewish View
Jewish Vote
Left
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Part I
Miscellaneous Part II
Miscellaneous Part III

61.35  Miscellaneous Part V
Miscellaneous Part VI
Miscellaneous - untitled folder
Newsletters

61.36  [Unnamed and unlabeled folder]
Novak / N.Y.
Phone
Post Office
Reagan Campaign
Reagan Miscellaneous
San Francisco
Washington
Papers - Talmud

61.37  Photographs
Photographs (2)
Photographs (3)
61.37 Photographs (C-1)
Photographs
Photographs (B-2)

61.38 C-1 No File Name
C-1 No File Name (#2)
American Hospital Association
Avis
Christians and Jews
Church and State
Dr. Eig
Election and the People of God -- A Jewish Perspective

61.39 Dr. Freilich
Grinnell College
Health Insurance / Medical Bills
Heritage Foundation (1)
Heritage Foundation (2)
High Holidays
Hillsdale College

61.40 Hospital Benefits
Inna H. Grade
Letters of Condolence
Lutheran General Hospital (1)
Lutheran General Hospital (2)
Personal (1)
Personal (2)
Pharmacie, J. Ferron
Project 10

61.41 [Unnamed and unnumbered folder]
Scrap Book (1)
Scrap Book (2)
Scrap Book (3)

61.42 Articles to Read
Banking Business, 11-3-83
Citibank Citicard
Homosexuals
Lukes, Steven
Republican National Committee
Arnie Kesnicoff
David Rivero
Sh’ma (1)
Sh’ma (2)
Stocks

61.43 American Bank
American Jewish Forum
American Savings Bank
Argentina
Chemical Bank
CNA Insurance
Ethics and Public Policy Center
Eulogies- Seymour Siegel
Richard Freund
Jewish Ethics
Lew Lehrman
Luther and the Jews
Medical Ethics
Payroll- Matthew Sigman
RLI Insurance
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council

61.44
Correspondence I
Correspondence II
Correspondence III A
Correspondence III B
Correspondence IV

61.45
Lecture / Speech Notes I
Lecture / Speech Notes II
Lecture / Speech Notes III
Lecture / Speech Notes IV
Speeches? - Hebrew and Spanish
Articles with Attributions to Siegel

61.46
Abortion
Chile
Column
Committee on Jewish Law & Standards
Dayan
Kung
Neusners
Newspaper
Reagan Budget
C-1 Loose Papers I

61.47
Publications on List
Student Papers
Prof. A.J. Heschel I
Prof. A.J. Heschel II

61.48
Experimentation
Psychoanalysis
C-1 Loose Papers II
C-1 Loose Papers III
Hebrew Articles
Newspaper Articles
Proceedings: Joint Conference of the Rabbinical Assembly & the Seminary Faculty on Law
61.49
Ecology
Hebrew Notebook
Jewish Perspectives on Nuclear Energy
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Misc. in Hebrew with some English notes
Miscellaneous
The Relation of Religion and Health
Well-Being Theme Papers

61.50
Course Materials - Zohar - Spr. 1975
Course Materials - Zohar - Summer 1976
Course Materials - Zohar - 1978
Student Paper - Levine - Drug Addiction and Jewish Law
The Jewish Theological Seminary of America - Jewish Life and Practice, Rabbi Isaac Klein

61.51
Aged
Ethics on the Front Lines of Medical Care: National Conference
Luther General Hospital
Park Ridge Inn Menu
The Relationship of Psychiatry and Religion
Theology 1962-1963
Theology 1963-1964
Yoga Lecture

61.52
Law Seminar 1963
Course Materials - Noachide Laws - Fall 1978
Course Materials - Philosophy R7214y - Spring 1975
Course Materials - Theology 201 - Spring 1968-1969, 1972
Religion & Politics: American Choice-The Public Affairs Conference Center, Kenyon College, 1985
Student Paper - In Search of Catholic Israel - Steve Shulman
The Limits of Self-Sacrifice - Petuchowski, J.

61.53
After the War - Another Look at Pacifism and SCO - Maurice Lamm
Collaboration with Tyranny in Rabbinic Law - David Danube
Course Materials - Hist. of Jewish Thought - CCNY
Course Materials - Jewish Studies II - CCNY
Course Materials - Philosophy R7115x - 1975-1976
Course Materials and Evaluations - Rabbinic Theology
Covenant as the Basis of the Jewish Political Tradition - D. J. Elazar
From Marxism to Judaism - Will Herberg
Halakhic Parameters of Truth - Jack Simcha Cohen
Hans Jonas - Contemporary Problems in Ethics From a Jewish Perspective
Judaism and Jewish Values
Judaism, Secularism & Textual Interpretation - Marvin Fox
Judaism and World Peace
Limits of Self-Sacrifice - Elliot Salo Schoenberg
Living with Pre-Messianic Israel
Passover and Non-Violence - Aaron Samuel Tamaret
Rabbinic Reflections on Defying Illegal Orders - Moshe Greenberg
Religion and Society in Ancient Judaism - Neusner, J.
The Scope of Responsibility - Blidstein

61.54 Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion
Conscientious Objectors
Drugs
The Future of the Democratic Revolution: Toward a more Prophetic Politics - Riemer, N.
Judaism and the Secular State - Borowitz, E.
Midrash Sifre on Numbers
Misc. Articles
Newspaper Clippings - Hebrew
Newspaper Clippings - English
Notes for Discussion - East Midwood Jewish Center
On Being a Rabbi - Conference Papers
Parents
Some Aspects of the Jewish Attitude Toward the Welfare State - Twersky, I.
The Rabbinic Understanding of Covenant as a Political Idea - Freeman, G.
Some Reflections on Telling the Truth

61.55 Articles for Committee of Jewish Heritage
Correspondence
Ethics
Miscellaneous
Misc. Course Materials
Misc. Notes
Misc. Pages of Papers
Papers
Papers written for Siegel
Sermons
Speeches

61.56 The New Yorker - April 25, 1988
Articles
Hebrew Magazine
Isometric Exercises
“The Jewish Observer”
Notes and Quotes
Papers on Business Ethics
War and Peace

61.57 President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research
President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Minutes
President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Transcript of Meeting No. 15
President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Transcript of Meeting No. 16 - Jan. 8, 1982
President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Transcript of Meeting No. 16 - Jan. 9, 1982
61.58  [Empty folder]
        [Empty folder]
        Course Materials - The Jewish Way - Bureaucratics - Fall 1974
        Course Materials - The Jewish Way - Class Notes - Fall 1974
        Course Materials - The Jewish Way - Texts - Fall 1974
        Course Materials - Religion 27 - Lecture #7
        Talmud Hagiga - Notes
        Talmud Hagigal - Texts

61.59  Central Conference American Rabbis Journal
        Misc. Pamphlets
        Pamphlets - Education
        Pamphlets in German, French, Spanish
        Hebrew Pamphlets
        Papers and Articles
        Papers by Will Herberg
        Papers from the Plenary session

61.60  Conservative Judaism I
        Conservative Judaism II
        Conservative Sourcebook
        Relations between Jews and Non-Jews
        United Synagogue Youth - 1977 Sourcebook
        Yetzer Hara Material

61.61  Catholic Israel and Halachie Change - Schwarz
        Kabbalah Class - 1979
        Kiddush HaShem - Lessons
        Ministers in Medical Education
        Misc.
        Misc. Papers, Memorandums, Bibliographies
        Mishpatim - Dr. Yoah H. Rosenbloom
        Noachide Law Sourcebook
        Notes
        Report of the Task Force on the Relationship Between Israel & the American Jewish Community

61.62  Conservative Judaism Class Materials
        Course Materials - Jewish Mysticism
        Ethics Originals - 1981 (1)
        Ethics Originals - 1981 (2)
        Talmud - Final Exam questions and Assorted Papers
        Kiddushin

61.63  Articles by Siegel
        List of Call Numbers
        Magazines and Journals
        Misc. Journal Articles
        Paper in Hebrew
        Rabbinic Theology (1)
Allowing a Terminal Patient to Die
The California Death Act and Us - Sh’ma Magazine - E. Horowitz
Children and Youth - Herschel
Confronting the Halakhan of Military Service - S. Zimmerman
Filial Responsibility to the Senile Parent - Meyer
The Foetus and Foeticide - Feldman
Gifts to the Poor - Ramboem, Hiccot Mat’not Anieim
Group Competition and Survival - Siegel
The Holy Letter - Cohen
The Jewish Attitude Toward Suicide - C.W. Reines
Jewish Views of Euthanasia - B. Sherwin
A Jewish Sexual Ethics - E. Berkowitz
Judaism and the Dilemmas of War - I. Greenberg
Medical Experimentation On Humans in Jewish Law - I. Jakobovits

The New Biology: What Price Relieving Man’s Estate - Leonkass
Notes on Lectures on Jewish Philanthropy - S. Schechter
The Other Half: Women in the Jewish Tradition - P. Hyman
Population Control: For and Against - M. Himmelfarb
Pre-marital Sexual Experience - A Conventional Critique - M. Harris
The Problem of Euthanasia in Jewish Tradition
Relieving Pain of a Dying Patient
Sex and Sexuality - Herschel Matt
Sexual Myths of the 1970’s
Some Aspects of the Jewish Attitude Toward the Welfare State - I. Twersky
The Status of Women in Halakhie Judaism - S. Berman
The Structure of Jewish Law - David Feldman
Subsidized Abortion - Sh’ma - S. Leiman
Suicide in Jewish Perspective - D. Novak
Therapeutic Abortion - Feldman
Traditional Judaism and Birth Control - Alan Guttmacher
What is Normative in Jewish Ethics
Who Has Not Made Me a Man - A.L. Lerner

Holocaust Course Materials
Paper - The Jews in Italy, 1200-1600
Paper - The Jews in Provence
Paper - The Struggle Between the Talmudists and the Rationalists

The Jewish View of War - D. Novak
Jewish Views on Abolition - Jakobovits
Judaism and Human Rights - L. Henkin
The Limits of Self-Sacrifice - J. Detuchowski
Pres. Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Public Meeting #16 - 1982
Pres. Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Public Meeting #17 - 1982
Significance of Halacha for Jewish History - L. Ginsberg
Theology Course Materials - 1968-1969
Women’s Liberation in the Talmudic Period - J. Haudtman

61.67
Course Material - Misc.
Course Material - Tal. & Rab. R7506y - Spring 1975
Pres. Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Public Meeting #19 - 1982
Pres. Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research - Meeting #19 2nd day - 1982

61.68
Course Material - Jewish Theology Seminar - Hebrew
   Misc. I
   Misc. II
   Misc. Academic Materials
   Misc. Course Materials - Syllabi
   Misc. in Hebrew
   Misc. and Incomplete

61.69
Bat Kohen, Bat Levi
Cheese
Conscience of a Jewish Conservative - Siegel & Ginsburg
Conservative Jewish Bibliography
Dietary Laws
Eating Out
Gelatin
Intro Material - Proposed Seminary Course in Bio-ethics
Louis Jacobs - Response to Changed Condition and Social Needs
Newspaper Articles - Cons. Judaism

61.70
[Books- Psychosurgery]
   Course Material - Conservative Judaism
   Course Material - Philosophy R7213x
   Course Material - Zohar
   Sale of Synagogue
   Tnai B’Kiddushin

61.71
[Books]
   Articles in German and Spanish
   Committee on Jewish Law and Standards - 1979
   Correspondence
   Course Materials - Biblical Law
   Course Material - Hasidut

61.71
Course Material - Phil 9219- Readings in Chassidic Lit.
Misc. Papers
N.Y.S. Electoral College - 1980
A Study Guide/ Lesson Plan for the Teaching of Jewish View Toward Suicide
Women in Judaism

61.72 Articles in Hebrew
Hebrew Newspaper Clippings
Misc. Newspaper and Magazine Clippings
Photocopied Articles - Misc. I
Photocopied Articles - Misc. II
Photocopied Articles - Misc. III
Misc. Booklets, Pamphlets, and Articles

61.73 Abortion Materials
Course Materials - Bio-Ethics
Course Materials - Jewish Ethics
Course Materials - Nachman
Course Materials - Talmud
Course Materials - Talmud 7406y -1979
Hasidic Texts
Kohen and Giyoret
Rabbincical Assembly Law Com. Dec. 1978-79
Newspaper Articles

61.74 Manuscript
Part 2 Section II “The Way of Judaism”
Section III “The Baal Shem Tov”

61.75 Unprocessed
.76 Unprocessed
.77 Unprocessed
.78 Unprocessed

61.79 Manuscript notebook of Lectures

2 letters to Doctor Raisin from Solomon Schechter
Letter to Solomon Schechter from Max Raisin

November 1, 1978: Jewish Theological Seminary of America- Ordination of Women—Women’s Commission

November 2, 1978: Jewish Theological Seminary of America- Commission Hearings on Women in the Rabbinate

September 6, 1978: Transcripts of the Los Angeles Commission Meeting- University of Judaism Tape I

September 6, 1978: Transcripts of the Los Angeles Commission Meeting- University of Judaism Tape II

Rules on accepting Women Cantors and Rabbis